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Abstract— Transient traffic spikes are becoming a crucial1

challenge for network operators from both user-experience2

and network-maintenance perspectives. Different from long-term3

traffic growth, the bursty nature of short-term traffic fluctu-4

ations makes it difficult to be provisioned effectively. Luckily,5

next-generation elastic optical networks (EONs) provide an6

economical way to deal with such short-term traffic fluctuations.7

In this paper, we go beyond conventional network reconfiguration8

approaches by proposing the novel lightpath-splitting scheme in9

EONs. In lightpath splitting, we introduce the concept of Split-10

Points to describe how lightpath splitting is performed. Light-11

paths traversing multiple nodes in the optical layer can be split12

into shorter ones by SplitPoints to serve more traffic demands13

by raising signal modulation levels of lightpaths accordingly.14

We formulate the problem into a mathematical optimization15

model and linearize it into an integer linear program (ILP).16

We solve the optimization model on a small network instance17

and design scalable heuristic algorithms based on greedy and18

simulated annealing approaches. Numerical results show the19

tradeoff between throughput gain and negative impacts like20

traffic interruptions. Especially, by selecting SplitPoints wisely,21

operators can achieve almost twice as much throughput as22

conventional schemes without lightpath splitting.23

Index Terms— Network reconfiguration, traffic fluctuations,24

elastic optical networks, lightpath splitting, network optimization.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

IS RUNNING the network with much excess capacity the27

only effective way to accommodate sudden and short-term28

traffic fluctuations? Surely, a larger capacity means less con-29

gestion, and more requests can be served, leading to improved30

user experience and higher income. Unfortunately, adding31

more network capacity will increase both Capital Expenditures32

(CapEx) and Operational Expenditures (OpEx). Conventional33

network management schemes are based on the assumption34

that spikes during traffic fluctuations are not so severe, which35

was indeed true in the past. Hence, a common way to accom-36

modate traffic fluctuations consisted in dimensioning network37
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Fig. 1. Aggregated traffic fluctuations of New York in Internet2 network
(accessed 30 Aug 2016 PDT, via http://snapp2.bldc.grnoc.iu.edu/i2net/).

capacity based on traffic spikes [1], [2], and turning some net- 38

work equipment on/off following traffic fluctuations [3]–[6]. 39

Traffic is now becoming more dynamic and bursty than ever 40

before, and this observation motivates operators to revisit the 41

problem of how to effectively accommodate traffic fluctua- 42

tions. Today, traffic fluctuations with extremely sharp spikes 43

may require bandwidth many times beyond baseline traffic 44

amount, or even several times beyond normal maximum 45

traffic. Two examples illustrate this trend. The first is a recent 46

game, Pokeḿon GO, which generated traffic 50 times beyond 47

expectations [7], showing how unexpectedly new traffic spikes 48

can occur in the network. Also, specific nation- or world-wide 49

mega events, like Double Eleven in China, Black Friday in the 50

U.S. [8], [9], finals of FIFA World Cup, and Olympic Games 51

[10], induce severe traffic spikes. These spikes are generated 52

by millions of users standing out of their daily habits, and usu- 53

ally last for only few hours, or days. Fig. 1 shows an example 54

on how incremental traffic spikes overload the network (50% 55

more than baseline peaks, 200% more than baseline valleys) 56

in a low frequency (twice a month). 57

Therefore, operators must address a complex tradeoff 58

between service quality at traffic spikes and network cost: 59

on one hand, providing high performance even in case of 60

occasional sharp spikes requires much larger capacity (over- 61

equipped for most of time, and leading to higher CapEx 62

and OpEx); on the other hand, more conservative capacity 63

dimensioning does not allow to serve traffic spikes effec- 64

tively (service outages in spike hour may negatively affect 65

subscribers’ loyalty). Conventional strategies based on turn- 66

ing off idle equipment in a over-provisioned network can- 67

not solve this problem completely, because they can only 68

reduce electricity costs (a part of OpEx), while other parts 69

of OpEx, such as human-resource cost, and CapEx will not 70

be saved. Also, frequent on-off operations driven by daily 71

fluctuations might deteriorate equipment lifetime, leading to 72

high repair cost (OpEx) or need for premature investment on 73

new infrastructures (CapEx) [11]–[13]. Thus, new methods are 74

needed to handle such short-term traffic fluctuations. And this 75

is what we aim to address throughout this study. 76
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In this work, we present a comprehensive study on provi-77

sioning short-term traffic fluctuations under a novel network78

reconfiguration scheme with lightpath splitting. We summarize79

our contributions as follows: 1) to the best of our knowledge,80

this is the first work on provisioning short-term traffic fluc-81

tuations in Elastic Optical Networks (EONs) via optical-layer82

reconfigurations; 2) a novel network reconfiguration scheme83

with lightpath splitting is devised; 3) we formulate the problem84

using a mathematical model and acquire its results to guide85

the design of scalable algorithms; and 4) both greedy and86

simulated annealing algorithms are proposed to quickly solve87

the problem. Illustrative results show that we can achieve88

significant throughput improvement by affecting a fraction of89

traffic due to reconfiguration under incremental traffic spikes.90

The remainder of the study is organized as follows:91

Section II discusses the role of short-term reconfigura-92

tion, and reviews prior works. Section III introduces the93

lightpath-splitting scheme. Section IV mathematically for-94

mulates the problem of lightpath splitting, and obtains its95

optimization results. Section V devises scalable heuristic96

algorithms for large network instances. Section VI presents97

illustrative numerical evaluations by simulation. Section VII98

concludes this study.99

II. SHORT-TERM RECONFIGURATIONS FOR NETWORK100

MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT101

A. Role of Short-Term Reconfigurations102

We divide short-term traffic fluctuations into two parts:103

baseline traffic and incremental traffic spikes, as depicted104

in Fig. 1. Baseline traffic refers to the average daily traffic,105

while incremental traffic spikes are transient load increases.106

Generally, network capacity is sufficient for baseline traf-107

fic, and lightpaths are provisioned in a relatively static way108

(weeks or months without change). If a traffic spike arrives,109

the network monitor in charge of detecting traffic anomaly110

[14] will trigger short-term network re-planning and recon-111

figuration (inner cycle in Fig. 2) based on current network112

planning result (see the arrow directed from network planning113

to short-term network re-planning). When short-term spikes114

leave, those split lightpaths will gradually recover to original115

longer lightpaths. The details on the recovery process are116

out of the scope of this paper, and we only discuss spikes117

provisioning.118

Note that short-term reconfiguration is intended as an emer-119

gency plan for operators to avoid short-term resource crunch.120

For longer-term traffic growth, usual periodic network capacity121

upgrade (outer cycle in Fig. 2) that scales networks out by122

adding new equipments is important and necessary [15], [16].123

B. Related Work124

Many conventional investigations on short-term recon-125

figurations focused on the energy efficiency gain in a126

over-provisioned network. Reference [3] presented a strategy127

to save energy consumption when traffic varies. Reference128

[4] employed lightpath bypass and router-card sleep modes to129

minimize energy consumption under daily traffic fluctuation.130

Reference [5] compared various traffic-aware strategies for131

energy efficiency. Reference [17] proposed a power-aware132

traffic management protocol to reduce overheads. Other studies133

Fig. 2. Short-term reconfigurations in network maintance and management.

consider the tradeoff between energy efficiency and device 134

lifetime [11]–[13]. 135

Regarding short-term reconfigurations to avoid network 136

congestion, [2] proposed a technique that leveraged a small 137

amount of link capacity to achieve high resource utilization 138

without congestion. Reference [18] studied both short-term 139

traffic variation and long-term traffic growth, and concluded 140

that network re-optimization without optical path re-routing 141

and wavelength defragmentation does not lead to significant 142

performance improvement. This work inspires us to serve 143

traffic fluctuations by optical-layer reconfigurations [19]–[22]. 144

The idea of splitting optical-layer long lightpaths into 145

shorter ones was discussed in [23] for Wavelength-Division- 146

Multiplexed (WDM) networks. Lightpath splitting as a way of 147

network reconfiguration was studied in WDM ring networks 148

with a simple heuristic algorithm [24]. Reference [25] showed 149

that short lightpaths can achieve higher resource utilization 150

and lower blocking probability. In EONs, shorter lightpaths 151

can support higher-order modulations, which in turn increase 152

network capacity [26]. This fact inspires us to devise a solution 153

to exploit the elasticity of the optical layer to accommodate 154

incremental traffic spikes [27], [28]. Experiments also supports 155

quick modulation format reconfiguration [29]–[31]. 156

Different from the above methods that reconfigure net- 157

work hardware, degraded service provisioning acts as the 158

admission control for bandwidth reconfiguration. The main 159

point for degraded service provisioning lies in the idea that 160

a degraded level of service can be provided (instead of 161

no service at all) when the network becomes congested 162

[32]–[36]. On the joint reconfiguration of both traffic band- 163

width and network infrastructures, Reference [37] explored 164

multi-layer degraded service provisioning in EONs. Note that 165

our method benefits from all these previous studies, which 166

inspired us to conceive the idea of lightpath splitting [23]–[28], 167

[32]–[37], as well as to support the feasibility of our approach 168

[29]–[31]. In short, the core contribution of this study with 169

respect to the existing body of literature is the introduction and 170

comprehensive evaluation of lightpath-splitting concept as an 171

amendment of network reconfiguration in EONs to cope with 172

resource crunch during traffic spikes. 173

III. LIGHTPATH SPLITTING SCHEME 174

A. Principle and Definitions 175

We consider a network topology in a unidirectional graph: 176

G(N,E), where N and E denote the set of nodes and fiber 177
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links, respectively. Lightpath l runs through nodes NO(l) and178

links EO(l) on optical layer, NO(l) ⊆ N, EO(l) ⊆ E.179

S(l), W (l), L(l) represent the modulation level (in bits180

per symbol), number of adopted spectrum slots, and length,181

respectively, of lightpath l. F is the total number of spec-182

trum slots of a fiber. The transparent reach of modulation183

level S(l) is T [S(l)].184

Definition 1 (SplitPoint): A SplitPoint on lightpath l is185

defined as a tuple Vi = [v, l], v ∈ NO(l), so that l is186

split into two segments, l1, l2, by Vi. In this case, we have187

NO(l1) � NO(l), NO(l2) � NO(l), NO(l1)∩NO(l2) = {v},188

NO(l1) ∪NO(l2) = NO(l), and EO(l1) � EO(l), EO(l2) �189

EO(l), EO(l1) ∩EO(l2) = ∅, EO(l1) ∪EO(l2) = EO(l).190

Definition 2 (SplitLightpath & PostSplitLightpath): If191

lightpath l is split into l1 and l2 by a SplitPoint Vi = [v, l], l192

is a SplitLightpath, and l1 and l2 are PostSplitLightpaths.193

Definition 3 (Lightpath Splitting): Lightpath splitting is194

performed when there are SplitPoints on SplitLightpaths.195

During lightpath splitting, the optical-layer route of the196

SplitLightpath is unchanged, while its adopted spectrum slots197

can be returned. After lightpath splitting, the modulation198

level and data rate of PostSplitLightpaths are guaranteed199

to not decrease. S(l)W (l) ≤ S(l1)W (l1) and S(l)W (l) ≤200

S(l2)W (l2).201

We define two policies for spectrum reallocation of Post-202

SplitLightpaths: the first aims at maximizing electrical-layer203

capacity, named “MaxE”, which only raises modulation levels204

of corresponding lightpaths, without shrinking the number of205

adopted spectrum slots. The other one aims at maximizing206

post-split optical-layer capacity, called “MaxO”, which raises207

modulation levels while shrinking the number of adopted spec-208

trum slots. During PostSplitLightpaths spectrum allocation, all209

available slots are equally likely to be utilized as long as they210

meet the spectrum continuity and contiguity constraints.211

Theorem 1: For a SplitLightpath l and its PostSplitLight-212

paths l1 and l2, we have Max{S(l1), S(l2)} > S(l) and213

Min{S(l1), S(l2)} ≥ S(l), under half-distance law1 of214

optical signal transparent reach [26], [38], [39].215

Proof: Based on optical signal transparent reach, we have216

T [S(l) + 1] < L(l) ≤ T [S(l)]. Half-distance law ensures217

T [S(l)] = 2T [S(l)+1], so T [S(l)+1] < L(l) ≤ 2T [S(l)+1].218

Based on Definitions 1-3, L(l) = L(l1) + L(l2).219

If L(l1) > T (S(l)+1), S(l1) = S(l). Then, L(l2) < L(l)−220

T [S(l)+1] ≤ T [S(l)+1], S(l2) ≥ S(l)+1 > S(l). If L(l1) ≤221

T [S(l) + 1], S(l1) ≥ S(l) + 1 > S(l). Then, L(l2) = L(l)−222

L(l1) < L(l), S(l2) ≥ S(l). Theorem 1 proved.223

We use a simple example to illustrate how lightpath splitting224

works. As shown in Fig. 3, SplitLightpath A-C originally225

traverses Fibers A-B and B-C with four slots under BPSK.226

If Node B is set to be a SplitPoint, then A-C is split into227

PostSplitLightpath A-B under 16QAM, and PostSplitLightpath228

B-C under QPSK (MaxE does not shrink the spectrum, while229

MaxO does, and both policies may retune the used spectrum230

slots). During this process, optical-layer route is not changed.231

1Though many experiments have skewed this law by demonstrating
higher-order modulation in a longer reach, the universal principle that
higher-order modulation signal propagates shorter reach is true. Here,
half-distance law acts as a well-known and generic mathematical relationship
between transmission reach and modulation level only used to perform
theoretical investigations.

Fig. 3. Illustration of lightpath splitting.

Fig. 4. Conceptual relationships among different kinds of lightpaths.

B. Relationships of Lightpaths 232

We explain the conceptual relationships among different 233

lightpaths in the process of lightpath splitting in Fig. 4. 234

Most of the time, operators run their network in baseline 235

configuration. When traffic spike arrives, lightpath splitting 236

is triggered. A fraction of baseline lightpaths are selected to 237

become SplitLightpaths, and they are then split to be PostSplit- 238

Lightpaths, while the remainder of baseline lightpaths, named 239

UnsplitLightpaths, operate as before. Some lightpath splitting 240

operations, like MaxO, can release occupied spectrum slots, 241

which enables new lightpaths, i.e., Newly-Setup Lightpaths, 242

to be established. The combination of UnsplitLightpaths, Post- 243

SplitLightpaths, and Newly-Setup Lightpaths makes up new 244

network configuration under traffic spikes. 245

C. Capacity Improvement 246

We define function F(l) = S(l)W (l) + Smax[F −W (l)], 247

as the capacity2 of the fiber supporting lightpath l. 248

Theorem 2: Lightpath splitting can increase the total 249

capacity of fiber links, which means: Max{F(l1),F(l2)} > 250

F(l) and Min{F(l1),F(l2)} ≥ F(l). 251

Proof: We build our proof on Theorem 1. For MaxO, 252

we have: 253

If L(l1) > T (S(l)+1), we have S(l1) = S(l) and S(l2) > 254

S(l). As S(l1) = S(l), so, W (l1) = W (l) and F(l1) = F(l). 255

As S(l2) > S(l), W (l)S(l)
S(l2)

≤ W (l2), and F(l2) = SmaxF + 256

W (l2)[S(l2) − Smax]. We replace W (l2) and S(l2), and we 257

have F(l2) > SmaxF + W (l)S(l)−W (l)Smax = F(l). 258

If L(l1) ≤ T [S(l) + 1], we have S(l1) > S(l) and S(l2) ≥ 259

S(l). Besides, W (l1) ≥ W (l)S(l)
S(l1)

, W (l2) ≥ W (l)S(l)
S(l2) . We put 260

the above four inequalities into the expansions of F(l1) and 261

F(l2), then, we have F(l1) > F(l) and F(l2) ≥ F(l). 262

For MaxE, W (l) = W (l1) = W (l2). Theorem 1 can be 263

extended to prove Theorem 2. 264

2The total capacity of a physical link, i.e., fiber, can be evaluated by
the theoretical maximum amount of data that it can support [40]. Here,
we consider this capacity to consist of two parts: utilized spectrum for
lightpaths, and non-utilized spectrum. For non-utilized spectrum, we treat it
as a potential resource and use the highest modulation level available.
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Note that network capacity is a static concept, which is265

summed up by capacities of links, while network throughput266

is a dynamic concept from user perspectives, jointly decided267

by network capacity, network resource allocation schemes,268

and offered traffic requests. In real networks where traffic269

bandwidth granularities are much smaller than link capacity,270

network capacity becomes the dominant factor for network271

throughput. Therefore, the capacity improvement by lightpath272

splitting can increase network throughput.273

D. Prerequisites and Applicabilities274

As a network reconfiguration scheme, the effectiveness of275

lightpath splitting partly relies on baseline network configura-276

tions. To apply lightpath splitting, there are two prerequisites277

on lightpaths and transceivers.278

Assumption 1: To perform lightpath splitting, each network279

node should be equipped with enough transceivers.280

As we discussed, each added SplitPoint needs a pair of281

transceivers inside that node. In fact, operators usually equip282

extra transceivers at all nodes for backup or protection pur-283

poses, and the number of transceivers is not a constraint.284

Assumption 2: To perform lightpath splitting, lightpaths in285

baseline configuration should have the potential to be split.286

Here, “the potential to be split” means that a baseline light-287

path l should be multi-hop in physical layer (|NO(l)| > 2).288

On modulation levels, if S(l) is already in the highest mod-289

ulation level and cannot be raised, the effect of modulation290

level increase will not be revealed, and problem then degener-291

ates into existing ones that simply splitting long lightpaths292

into shorter ones for better resource flexibility [22]–[25].293

In practical backbone networks, there will always be some294

lightpaths that traverse multiple physical nodes with thousands295

of kilometers long, and cannot use the highest modulation.296

E. Negative Impacts297

The negative impacts of lightpath splitting are from two298

perspectives: in-operation impacts and post-operation impacts.299

During lightpath splitting, the main negative impact is the300

disruption of existing traffic. Specifically, traffic interruptions301

are caused by tearing down SplitLightpaths and setting up302

PostSplitLightpaths. The most critical barrier during lightpath303

addition and removal is the optical power instability caused by304

wavelength-dependent power excursions of the erbium-doped305

fiber amplifiers (EDFA) which are used for signal amplifica-306

tion in optical networks [41]. Detailed discussions of EDFA307

power fluctuations can be found in [42]–[44]. There are308

several existing techniques to mitigate the power excursions309

and reduce the power adjustment delay [45]–[49]. With these310

methods, the execution of lightpath splitting, which removes311

SplitLightpaths and adds PostSplitLightpaths, can be done312

within several seconds [44].313

Note also that service interruption can be avoided by314

performing lightpath splitting in advance with proper schedul-315

ing algorithms [50]. Such beforehand operations are feasible316

because the traffic spikes are typically caused by pre-scheduled317

mega-events, which give operators enough time to perform318

lightpath splitting before traffic spikes arrive. Another positive319

aspect is that the baseline network is not fully-occupied, and320

usually has certain amount of spare network capacities to per- 321

form hitless capacity configuration by migrating the original 322

traffic from SplitLightpaths to a backup path until lightpath 323

splitting is complete [31] using dependency graphs [51] in 324

a consistent manner. In these ways, the service interruption 325

during lightpath splitting can be alleviated or even eliminated. 326

After lightpath splitting, the main negative impacts are 327

degradation of end-to-end service latency,3 and increase of 328

energy consumption, deriving from the fact that traffic requests 329

have to traverse shorter lightpaths (hence more transceivers) 330

on average. It is worth reminding that the number of increased 331

transceivers is equal to twice the number of SplitPoints. 332

IV. FORMULATIONS OF LIGHTPATH SPLITTING 333

Lightpath splitting, as a short-term reconfiguration, is per- 334

formed in a provisioned network that is facing traffic spikes. 335

The baseline lightpaths are set as the input. 336

A. The Mathematical Optimization Model 337

Here, we formulate a mathematical model to serve incre- 338

mental traffic spikes on baseline network configurations 339

(already provisioned). As stated before, the routes of base- 340

line traffic (on both electrical and optical layers) cannot be 341

changed, while it is only the modulation level along with 342

spectrum allocation on optical layer that can be reconfigured. 343

General Parameters: 344

• G(N,E), T (a), F : as defined in Section III.A. 345

• A: set of modulation levels a (in bits per symbol). 346

• D(m, n): distance of fiber link (m, n). 347

• C: spectrum slot size (in Hz). 348

• M : a positive maximum number. 349

• R: traffic set composed of r = {sr, dr, br}, which denotes 350

a request’s source, destination, and bandwidth, respectively. 351

• μ: scale parameter controlling the amount of incremental 352

traffic spikes. So, the bandwidth of request r is μ · br 353

• η1, η2: scaling parameters for the objectives, η1 	 η2. 354

Parameters for Baseline Lightpth Configurations: 355

• L: set of baseline lightpaths4 l. 356

• EO(l), NO(l), S(l), W (l): as defined in Section III.A. 357

• H(l): physical-layer hops of baseline lightpath l. 358

• B(l): occupied capacity by baseline traffic on baseline light- 359

path l, ensuring the route of baseline traffic is unchanged. 360

Binary Variables for Lightpath Splitting: ∀(i, j) ∈ L, 361

if (i, j) is an UnsplitLightpath, all variables below equal 0. 362

But, its modulation level might be increased if necessary. 363

• π
(i,j)
(x,y): equals 1 if SplitLightpath (i, j) is split into 364

PostSplitLightpath (x, y). 365

• ξ
(i,j),(x,y)
(m,n),f : equals 1 if PostSplitLightpath (x, y) of Split- 366

Lightpath (i, j) uses fiber (m, n) on slot f . 367

3In optical networks, service latency mainly consists of propagation latency
(0.005 ms/km) on optical layer, and nodal processing latency in packet
routers on electrical layer for packet queuing, traffic grooming, signal mul-
tiplexing/demultiplexing at the end of lightpaths. Under the condition of
optical-layer route unchanged, the number of traversed lightpaths (hops on
electrical layer) is the decisive variable for request latency degradation.

4Note that a lightpath l can also be expressed as (i, j), where i and j denote
source and destination, respectively, of the baseline lightpath.
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• ϕ
(i,j)
(x,y),f : equals 1 if PostSplitLightpath (x, y) of SplitLight-368

path (i, j) employs slot f .369

• ω
(i,j)
(x,y),a: equals 1 if PostSplitLightpath (x, y) of SplitLight-370

path (i, j) uses modulation level a.371

Binary Variables for Newly-Setup Lightpaths (̃i, j̃)372

• αr
(̃i,j̃)

: equals 1 if request r uses lightpath (̃i, j̃) as an373

intermediate electrical-layer link.374

• λ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n),f : equals 1 if lightpath (̃i, j̃) uses fiber link (m, n)375

on slot f .376

• σ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n): equals 1 if lightpath (̃i, j̃) uses fiber link (m, n).377

• χ
(̃i,j̃)
f : equals 1 if lightpath (̃i, j̃) uses slot f .378

• θ
(̃i,j̃)
a : equals 1 if lightpath (̃i, j̃) adopts modulation level a.379

Variables for Incremental Traffic Accommodation: Here,380

if a request’s bandwidth cannot be fully accessed, it is allowed381

to serve a fraction of the bandwidth.5 So, we introduce ρr̃ as382

a bandwidth degradation indicator.383

• ρr: integer, actual access bandwidth of request r under384

resource crunch, 0 ≤ ρr ≤ br.385

• εr: binary, equals 1 if request r is accessed.386

Optimize: During traffic spikes, lightpath splitting is used387

by the operator to maximize the network throughput as a388

primary goal. As the introduction of SplitPoints poses negative389

impacts on existing traffic, the operator should try to avoid390

unnecessary SplitPoints to mitigate these impacts. There-391

fore, we maximize incremental network throughput first, and392

then minimize total number of SplitPoints second, as shown393

below.394

Maximize: η1 ·
∑

r∈R

ρr · εr − η2 ·
∑

l∈L,x,y∈N

πl
(x,y). (1)395

Constraints:
396

1) Optical-Layer Constraints for Lightpath Splitting:397

∑

y∈NO(i,j)

π
(i,j)
(x,y) −

∑

y∈NO(i,j)

π
(i,j)
(y,x) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

1, x = i

−1, x = j

0, x �= i, j,

398

∀(i, j) ∈ L, x ∈ NO(i, j). (2)399

Eq. (2) is the lightpath splitting constraint deciding whether400

lightpath (i, j) is a SplitLightpath, and how to split it.401

πl
(x,y) = 0, ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ �NNO(i, j). (3)402

∑

f∈[1,W ]

ϕl
(x,y),f = 0, ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ �NNO(i, j). (4)403

∑

a∈A

ωl
(x,y),a = 0, ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ �NNO(i, j). (5)404

∑

f∈[1,W ]

∑

(m,n)∈E

ξ
l,(x,y)
(m,n),f = 0, ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ �NNO(i, j).405

(6)406

ξ
l,(x,y)
(m,n),f =0, ∀f ∈ [1, F ], x, y∈N, l∈L, (m, n)∈�EEO(l).407

(7)408 ∑

(m,n)∈EO(l)

ξ
l,(x,y)
(m,n),f −

∑

(n,m)∈EO(l)

ξ
l,(x,y)
(n,m),f409

5This electrical-layer bandwidth degradation [32]–[36] is set to fully exploit
network capacity to overcome the drawback that served bandwidth of r is
either 0 or br , due to discrete nature of ILP (εr is binary).

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

ϕl
(x,y),f , m = x

−ϕl
(x,y),f , m = y

0, m �= x, y,

∀f ∈ [1, F ], x, y ∈ N, l ∈ L. 410

(8) 411

1 ≤
∑

x,y∈N

πl
(x,y) ≤ H(l), ∀l ∈ L. (9) 412

On PostSplitLightpaths routing, Eqs. (3)-(8) ensure that a 413

SplitLightpath is split within its routed nodes set, which means 414

that the optical-layer route is unchanged. Eq. (9) ensures the 415

number of PostSplitLightpaths should be no larger than the 416

number of original lightpath hops of the SplitLightpath. 417

πl
(x,y)≤

∑

f∈[1,W ]

ϕl
(x,y),f≤M ·πl

(x,y), ∀x, y ∈ N, l ∈ L. (10) 418

−M ·(ϕl
(x,y),f−ϕl

(x,y),f+1−1)≥
∑

f ′∈[f+2,W ]

ϕl
(x,y),f ′, 419

∀f ∈ [1, F − 1], x, y ∈ N, l ∈ L. (11) 420

On PostSplitLightpaths spectrum allocation, Eq. (10) trig- 421

gers PostSplitLightpaths slot allocation if l is a SplitLightpath. 422

Eq. (11) is spectrum-consecutive constraint. 423

∑

f∈[1,F ]

ϕl
(x,y),f ·

∑

a∈A

a · ωl
(x,y),a ≥W (l) · S(l) · πl

(x,y), 424

∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N. (12) 425∑

a∈A

a · ωl
(x,y),a ≥ S(l) · πl

(x,y), ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N. (13) 426

∑

f∈[1,F ]

ϕl
(x,y),f ≤W (l), ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N. (14) 427

∑

a∈A

ωl
(x,y),a ≤ 1, ∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N. (15) 428

πl
(x,y) ≤

∑

a∈A

ωl
(x,y),a ≤M · πl

(x,y), ∀x, y ∈ N, l ∈ L. (16) 429

∑

(m,n)∈E

ξ
l,(x,y)
(m,n),f ·D(m, n) ≤ T (a)−M · (ωl

(x,y),a − 1), 430

∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N, a ∈ A, f ∈ [1, F ]. (17) 431∑

a∈A

ωl
(x,y),a ≤

∑

f∈[1,F ]

ϕl
(x,y),f ≤M ·

∑

a∈A

ωl
(x,y),a, 432

∀l ∈ L, x, y ∈ N. (18) 433

On PostSplitLightpaths modulation level determination, 434

Eqs. (12)-(14) ensure that PostSplitLightpaths have no larger 435

spectrum usage, and no smaller data rate and modulation level 436

than original ones. Eq. (15) ensures PostSplitLightpaths use 437

only one modulation format. Eq. (16) reveals the relationship 438

between modulation level allocation and lightpath splitting. 439

Eq. (17) is PostSplitLightpath maximum-transmission-reach 440

constraint. Eq. (18) describes the relationship between utilized 441

modulation and occupied spectrum of PostSplitLightpaths. 442

2) Optical-Layer Constraints for Newly-Setup Lightpaths: 443

−M · (χ(̃i,j̃)
f − χ

(̃i,j̃)
f+1 − 1) ≥

∑

f ′∈[f+2,W ]

χ
(̃i,j̃)
f ′ , 444

∀ĩ, j̃ ∈ N, f ∈ [1, F − 1]. (19) 445
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∑

n∈N

λ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n),f −

∑

n∈N

λ
(̃i,j̃)
(n,m),f =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

χ
(̃i,j̃)
f , m = ĩ

−χ
(̃i,j̃)
f , m = j̃

0, m �= ĩ, j̃,

446

∀f ∈ [1, F ], ĩ, j̃ ∈ N. (20)447

∑

l∈L,x,y∈N

ξ
l,(x,y)
(m,n),f +

∑

ĩ,j̃∈N

λ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n),f ≤ 1,448

∀f ∈ [1, F ], (m, n) ∈ E. (21)449

σ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n) ≤

∑

f∈[1,F ]

λ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n),f ≤ σ

(̃i,j̃)
(m,n) ·M,450

∀ĩ, j̃ ∈ N, (m, n) ∈ E. (22)451

∑

n∈N

σ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n) ≤ 1, ∀ĩ, j̃, m ∈ N. (23)452

∑

m∈N

σ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n) ≤ 1, ∀ĩ, j̃, n ∈ N. (24)453

σ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n) + σ

(̃i,j̃)
(n,m) ≤ 1, ∀ĩ, j̃, (m, n) ∈ E. (25)454

∑

a∈A

θ(̃i,j̃)
a ≤ 1, ∀ĩ, j̃ ∈ N. (26)455

∑

(m,n)∈E

λ
(̃i,j̃)
(m,n),f ·D(m, n) ≤ T (a)−M · (θ(̃i,j̃)

a − 1),456

∀ĩ, j̃ ∈ N, f ∈ [1, F ], a ∈ A. (27)457

∑

a∈A

θ(̃i,j̃)
a ≤

∑

f∈[1,F ]

χ
(̃i,j̃)
f ≤M ·

∑

a∈A

θ(̃i,j̃)
a , ∀ĩ, j̃ ∈ N. (28)458

Eq. (19) ensures lightpaths’ occupied spectrum slots should459

be consecutive. Eq. (20) is optical-layer flow-conservation460

constraint. Eq. (21) ensures a spectrum slot on a fiber can only461

be used once. Eq. (22) ensures that a fiber link is used when462

spectrum slots on this fiber are used. Eqs. (23)-(25) ensure463

that lightpaths are routed without loops. Eq. (26) ensures a464

lightpath adopts only one modulation format, and Eq. (27) is465

lightpaths’ maximum transmission reach constraint. Eq. (28)466

formulates the relationship between utilized modulation and467

occupied spectrum of a lightpath.468

3) Electrical-Layer Constraints for Traffic Spikes: Traf-469

fic spikes are provisioned over incremental network config-470

urations, which are the combination of UnSplitLightpaths,471

PostSplitLightpaths and Newly-Setup Lightpaths, as depicted472

in Fig. 4. Therefore, (i, j) here represents the sum of all473

lightpaths capacities from node i to node j.474

∑

j∈N

αr
(i,j) −

∑

j∈N

αr
(j,i) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

εr, i = sr

−εr, i = dr

0, i �= sr, dr,

∀r ∈ R. (29)475

∑

i∈N

αr
(i,j) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, j ∈ N. (30)476

∑

j∈N

αr
(i,j) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, i ∈ N. (31)477

αr
(i,j) + αr

(j,i) ≤ 1, ∀r ∈ R, i, j ∈ N. (32)478

ρr ≤ μ · br, ∀r ∈ R. (33)479

εr ≤ ρr ≤M · εr, ∀r ∈ R. (34)480 ∑

r∈R

ρr · αr
(i,j) +

∑

l∈L

B(l) · πl
(i,j) ≤ C ·

∑

f∈[1,F ]

∑

a∈A

481

TABLE I

MODULATION FORMAT VS. DATA RATE VS. TRANSMISSION REACH

(
∑

l∈L

ϕl
(i,j),f · a · ωl

(i,j),a + χ
(i,j)
f · a · θ(i,j)

a ), ∀i, j ∈ N. 482

(35) 483

Eq. (29) is electrical-layer flow-conservation constraint. 484

Eqs. (30)-(32) ensure that lightpaths are routed over a single 485

path on optical layer without loops. Eq. (33) ensures that 486

the actual access bandwidth should not exceed the original 487

requested bandwidth. Eq. (34) shows when traffic is blocked. 488

Eq. (35) is lightpath capacity constraint ensuring that the 489

sum of served bandwidth of traffic spikes and baseline traf- 490

fic can not exceed the sum capacity of UnSplitLightpaths, 491

PostSplitLightpaths, and newly-setup lightpaths between node 492

pair (i, j). 493

B. Model Linearization and Optimization Results 494

For non-linear constraints Eqs. (12), (35), we linearize them 495

with auxiliary variables and constraints added.6,7
496

A relative small-scale 6-node topology (as shown 497

in Fig. 5(a)) is adopted to evaluate the performance of our 498

proposed optimization model. We run our optimization model 499

by a commercial IBM CPLEX solver on a computer with 500

2.4 GHz CPU and 32 GB RAM.8 All fibers are unidirectional 501

with 20 spectrum slots, and width of each slot is 12.5 GHz. 502

On the input parameters, Table I summarizes the parameters 503

of different modulation formats according to theoretical and 504

experimental results that have demonstrated the tradeoff 505

between transmission reach and modulation level [26], 506

[52]–[57]. Table II shows the input traffic profile as well as 507

configurations of baseline lightpaths. Under the condition that 508

all baseline traffic is served, we start with low modulation 509

levels first, and increase modulation levels as the amount of 510

traffic spike increases before lightpath splitting. Note also that 511

the effectiveness of lightpath splitting does not rely on these 512

specific data. As long as the two prerequisites in Section III.D 513

can be satisfied, similar performance can be yielded. 514

Two benchmark experiments are conducted as comparisons. 515

One is named all lightpath splitting, which means that all inter- 516

mediate nodes of baseline lightpaths are set to be SplitPoints. 517

The other is called without lightpath splitting, which means 518

lightpath splitting is not performed, and the traffic spikes is 519

6Linearization for the product c of two binary variables a, b. c is also a
binary variable, c = a · b, subject to: c ≥ a + b − 1, c ≤ a, c ≤ b.

7Linearization for the product of a binary variable x and a integer variable
y: we assume that y has a set of its possible integer values Y = {wi} (1 ≤
i ≤ nY ), where wi is a parameter, and nY is the size of Y . Then, we define
a binary variable zi, subject to: y = wi · zi, ∀i ∈ [1, nY ]. Therefore,
the product, x · y can be expressed as the product of two binary variables,
thus it can be further linearized with the method in footnote 6.

8Not all runs finished their optimization, so we further set a maximum
running time of 72 hours, and a relative gap tolerance of 0.01 between best
integer and best bound in the solver. The solver will finish its calculation and
return results if either criterion is reached.
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Fig. 5. Optimization topology and results.

TABLE II

INPUTS: BASELINE LIGHTPATHS CONFIGURATIONS AND BASELINE

TRAFFIC PROFILE (TOTAL AMOUNT = 2861 Gb/s)

served by new lightpath establishment and baseline lightpaths520

modulation adjustments if baseline lightpaths are not using521

highest-possible modulations.522

Fig. 5(b) numerically depicts the performance on overall523

network throughput. Even without lightpath splitting, there524

is still room for an increase of network throughput. This525

improvement is possible as the baseline traffic is usually served526

with a certain amount of excess capacity (in both electrical527

and optical layers), and part of the spikes can be accepted528

by raising modulation levels of existing lightpaths, estab-529

lishing new lightpaths using spare spectrum, and grooming530

onto existing lightpaths with spare electrical-layer bandwidth.531

Besides, we can also observe that with lightpath splitting532

can achieve similar performance as all lightpath splitting.533

The reason is that, during traffic fluctuations, some network534

links are under resource crunch, while some other links may535

still have spare capacity, this leads to the result that not all 536

lightpaths need to be split. The results in Table III also support 537

this point. The gap between with lightpath splitting and all 538

lightpath splitting is due to the fact that the ILP did not finished 539

its optimization within reasonable time (see footnote 8). 540

Fig. 5(c) shows the number of SplitPoints (number of added 541

transceiver pairs) returned by the optimization model as traffic 542

load increases. As expected, more SplitPoints are activated 543

to accommodate incremental traffic spikes as load increases. 544

Combining Figs. 5(b) and 5(c), an important message is that, 545

by wisely selecting SplitPoints, lightpath splitting can achieve 546

almost the same throughput as setting all intermediate nodes as 547

SplitPoints (all lightpath splitting), while reducing the number 548

of SplitPoints to mitigate impacts on existing traffic. 549

Table III shows the details of how SplitLightpaths are split 550

into PostSplitLightpaths. We conclude that lightpaths with 551

higher load tend to be selected as SplitLightpaths. As the load 552

of traffic spike increases, more SplitLightpaths are involved. 553

C. Complexity Analysis 554

Table IV shows the problem size of the mathematical 555

formulation. On time complexity, as our lightpath splitting 556

problem involves lightpaths splitting decision and correspond- 557

ing RMSA, as well as new lightpaths RMSA, it is more 558

complex than classical RSA problems, which has been proved 559

to be NP-hard [58]. Therefore, our problem is NP-hard. 560

V. SCALABLE ALGORITHMS FOR LIGHTPATH SPLITTING 561

The mathematical optimization can process all traffic 562

requests and return the whole network configurations after 563

lightpath splitting simultaneously, but it has high computa- 564

tional complexity. To design scalable algorithms, we follow 565

the divide-and-conquer rule for quickly solving the problem. 566

For baseline traffic accommodation, we try to minimize 567

number of used transceivers (the MinLP policy in [59]). 568

The modulation level is assigned following the practical 569

principle that highest-possible modulation level is used [60]. 570

Traffic requests are served in descending order of requested 571

bandwidth. 572

A. Divide-and-Conquer Problem Decomposition 573

Similar to designing a multi-layer optical network [61], the 574

problem of lightpath splitting can be partitioned into the fol- 575

lowing subproblems (which are not necessarily independent): 576

1) Decide the Number of SplitPoints on Baseline Light- 577

paths: determine the number (K) of SplitPoints (also the 578

number of added transceiver pairs) on baseline configurations. 579
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TABLE III

OPTIMIZATION RESULTS: UNSPLITLIGHTPATHS, SPLITLIGHTPATHS, POSTSPLITLIGHTPATHS AND LIGHTPATH LOAD

TABLE IV

SIZE OF FORMULATIONS FOR LIGHTPATH SPLITTING

2) Which Lighpath and How to Split the Lightpath: deter-580

mine which baseline lightpaths to be split, and how to split581

each lightpath.582

3) PostSplitLightpaths Resource Allocation: remove Split-583

Lightpaths and allocate spectrum to PostSplitLightpaths.584

4) Incremental Traffic Routing After Lightpath Splitting:585

setup new lightpaths if necessary, and route incremental traffic586

on the network consisting of un-split baseline lightpaths,587

PostSplitLightpaths, and newly-setup lightpaths.588

The heuristic cannot solve the four subproblems as a whole.589

So, we transform subproblem 1 into a decisive variable input,590

controlling how many lightpath-splitting operations are exe-591

cuted in network. When the number of SplitPoints, K , is set to592

be a controlled variable, subproblem 2 can be transformed into593

a simpler one, i.e., the lightpath-SplitPoint-selection problem,594

which is the goal for heuristic design. Subproblems 3, 4 act as595

post-split operations, which will be discussed in Section V.D.596

Finally, the logical flow for using heuristic algorithms to597

solve the lightpath splitting problem is: 1) when traffic spikes598

first arrive, part of the spikes can be accepted by the network599

using spare capacities. 2) As this gap is filled up to compose600

an extended baseline network configuration, lightpath splitting601

is triggered. At this stage, we should first decide the number602

of SplitPoints. 3) Then, we should determine the distribu-603

tion of these SplitPoints on the extended baseline network604

configuration, and how to allocate spectrum to the PostSplit-605

Lightpaths. 4) Finally, we route the rest of the traffic spikes on606

this network configuration by both grooming [59], [62] onto607

existing lightpaths, or setting up new lightpaths. To maximize608

network throughput, all traffic requests are served one by one609

following a descending order of requested bandwidth based610

on multi-layer auxiliary graphs [59], [63].611

B. Pre-Splitting Preparations612

When incremental traffic spikes arrive, we first use613

Algorithm 1 to accommodate as many requests as possible614

before lightpath splitting using spare capacity in both optical615

and electrical layers. This is also the normal operation for616

Fig. 6. Flowchart for different lightpath-splitting algorithms.

networks without lightpath splitting when traffic spikes arrive. 617

Lightpath splitting is triggered when there is not enough 618

capacity for serving more traffic. The network configuration 619

at this time is the starting point for lightpath splitting. 620

C. Solving the Lightpath-SplitPoint-Selection Problem 621

Formally, given a network topology G(N,E), the lightpath- 622

SplitPoint-selection problem is to find K SplitPoints on all 623

existing lightpaths possible to be split. We try both greedy 624

and Simulated-Anneal (SA) methods to solve the problem. 625

1) Greedy Lightpath Splitting: In greedy lightapth splitting 626

algorithm, we concentrate on which lightpaths, i.e., Split- 627

Lightpaths, to split (solved by Algorithm 2: SplitLightpaths 628

selection), and where to split along the lightpath (solved 629

by Algorithm 3: SplitPoints determination). The execution 630

flowchart of the two algorithms can be found in Fig. 6(a). 631

• Which Lightpath to Split? 632

According to Definition 1-3, we define a SplitLightpaths set T 633

consisting of tuples: ti = [li, zi], which represents that Split- 634

Lightpath li is to be split zi times into zi + 1 PostSplitLight- 635

paths by zi SplitPoints Vli = {[v1, li], [v2, li], . . . , [vzi , li]}, 636

v1, v2, . . . , vzi ∈ NO(li). 637
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Algorithm 1 Baseline Lightpath Expansion (also performs as
w/o Lightpath Splitting)
Input: baseline network configurations with baseline light-

paths set L; incremental traffic profile RI;
Output: expanded baseline lightpaths set LE; incremental

traffic residual profile RI,r;
1: sort all incremental traffic r̃ ∈ RI in descending order of

bandwidth b̃r̃;
2: LE ← L
3: for i = 0 to |RI| do
4: route r̃i with maximum bandwidth possible (b̃r̃,m) on

baseline network configurations using multi-layer auxil-
iary graph model [63], and add the new lightpath into
LE; the unserved bandwidth (b̃r̃ − b̃r̃,m) of each request
forms RI,r;

5: end for

Basically, previous optimization results in Table III reveal638

that lightpaths under larger load tend to be split earlier.639

Then, we follow this thread to design Algorithm 2. Inspired640

by strategies of breadth-first or depth-first search algorithms,641

we introduce two greedy options to either set at least one642

SplitPoint per SplitLightpath so as to split as many lightpaths643

as possible (BF: Breath First), or set as many SplitPoints as644

possible on the SplitLightpaths to split lightpaths harder (DF:645

Depth First).9646

• How to Split the selected SplitLightpaths?647

When Algorithm 2 returns the SplitLightpaths set T, we fur-648

ther apply Algorithm 3 to determine the exact SplitPoints on649

SplitLightpaths. In Algorithm 3, we further evaluation two650

greedy options: either to maximize electrical-layer capacity651

by adjusting modulation level without shrinking occupied652

spectrum (MaxE), or to maximize optical-layer available653

resources by adjusting modulation level while shrinking occu-654

pied spectrum (MaxO), as first introduced in Section III.A.655

Finally, by combining the two policies on which lightpath656

to split and the two policies on how to split the selected657

SplitLightpaths, we introduce four policies for greedy lightpath658

splitting: BF-MaxE, DF-MaxE, BF-MaxO, and DF-MaxO.659

2) Simulated-Annealing (SA)-Based Lightpath Splitting: In660

this section, we define a basic operation, SplitPoint exchange661

(inspired by node-exchange [61] and branch-exchange [64]),662

for designing a lightpath-splitting algorithm based on SA.663

Definition 4: In a SplitPoint-exchange operation, a Split-664

Point inside the candidate set is swapped with other SplitPoint665

outside the candidate set. Mathematically, there is a set V666

comprises all possible SplitPoints (represented by Vi = [v, l]).667

Then, we have a candidate SplitPoint set Vc with |Vc| = K668

elements, Vc ⊆ V. Randomly select ∀Vi ∈ Vc, Vj ∈ V \Vc,669

delete Vi from Vc, while put Vj into Vc to form a new Vc
′.670

For such a SplitPoint exchange, neighboring configurations671

Vc
′ that returns better results (higher network throughput Y )672

than original configurations (baseline network throughput Y0)673

Vc will be accepted. Meanwhile, those whose outputs after the674

SplitPoint-exchange operation are worse than the initial state675

9It should be noted that, as K grows larger, BF and DF policies will finally
converge with all lightpath splitting policy, as all possible intermediate nodes
are selected as SplitPoints.

Algorithm 2 Greedy SplitLightpaths Selection
Input: number of SplitPoints K; expanded baseline

lightpaths set LE; incremental traffic residual profile RI,r;
greedy options: breadth first (g1 = 0) or depth first
(g1 = 1);

Output: SplitLightpaths set T;
1: construct a virtual topology G′(N,LE ∪ E) consisting

of N nodes, and lightpaths in LE as edges with infinite
capacity, and available optical resources as edges with
actual optical capacity;

2: for j = 1 to |RI,r| do
3: route residual bandwidth of r̃j on G′;
4: end for
5: sort lightpath li ∈ LE in descending order of bandwidth;
6: if g1 = 0 then
7: for k = 1 to K do
8: if |NO(lk)| > 2 then
9: add [lk, 1] into T;

10: end if
11: end for
12: if |T| < K then
13: t← 1;
14: while t < K − |T| do
15: if |NO(lk)| − 2 > K − |T| − t then
16: revise [lt, 1] to be [lt, K − |T| − t];
17: t← K − |T|;
18: else
19: revise [lt, 1] to be [lt, |NO(lk)| − 2];
20: t← t + |NO(lk)| − 2;
21: end if
22: end while
23: end if
24: else
25: k ← 1;
26: while k < K do
27: if |NO(lk)| − 2 > K − k then
28: add [lk, K − k] into T;
29: k ← K;
30: else
31: add [lk, |NO(lk)| − 2] into T;
32: k ← k + |NO(lk)| − 2;
33: end if
34: end while
35: end if

are accepted with a variable acceptance probability ϑ lying on 676

the “system temperature” τ , which is gradually decreasing as 677

the algorithm progresses to simulate the annealing process. 678

The algorithm will terminate when τ reaches the “ending 679

temperature” τe, and returns results, where:
680

ϑ =

⎧
⎨

⎩
1, Y ≥ Y0

exp(−Y0 − Y

τ
), Y < Y0

(36) 681

The SA-based lightpath splitting (algorithm 4) method can 682

return the SplitPoint set V directly. However, the remain- 683

ing unsolved problem is how to allocate spectrum for 684

PostSplitLightpaths. Then, we combine the previously dis- 685
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Algorithm 3 Greedy SplitPoints Determination

Input: a SplitLightpath t0 = [l0, z0], number of occupied
spectrum slots W (l0), and modulation level S(l0);
greedy options: MaxE (g2 = 0) or MaxO (g2 = 1);

Output: SplitPoint set V(l0) =
{[v1, l0], [v2, l0], . . . , [vz0 , l0]} for SplitLightpaths
t0 = [l0, z0];

1: sum of electrical-layer capacity Q ← 0; sum of occupied
spectrum slots U ←∞;

2: for all possible {v1, v2, . . . , vz0} � NO(l) do
3: lightpath l0 is split into z0+1 segments: l1, l2, . . . , lz0+1;
4: raise S(l1), S(l2), …, S(lz0+1) to the maximum possible;
5: if g2 = 0 then
6: Qi ←

∑
1≤k≤z0+1 W (lk)S(lk);

7: if Qi > Q then
8: V(l0)← {[v1, l0], [v2, l0], . . . , [vz0 , l0]};
9: end if

10: else
11: shrink W (li1), W (li2), …, W (liz0

) to the minimum
possible;

12: Ui ←
∑

1≤k≤z0+1 W (lk);
13: if Ui < U then
14: V(l0)← {[v1, l0], [v2, l0], . . . , [vz0 , l0]};
15: end if
16: end if
17: end for

cussed policies (MaxE and MaxO) with SA, and introduce686

two policies: SA-MaxE and SA-MaxO.687

D. Post-Splitting Configurations688

As shown in Fig. 6, post-splitting network configurations,689

i.e., lightpath splitting resource allocation and incremental traf-690

fic accommodation, should be executed after deciding which691

and how to split lightpaths. For MaxE policies, spectrum allo-692

cation is not changed. For MaxO policies, we use a First-Fit693

strategy to reassign shrunken spectrum slots with smaller694

index to reduce spectrum fragmentation. On incremental traffic695

accommodation, we still use the multi-layer auxiliary graph696

network model as of baseline traffic [59], [63].697

E. Complexity Analysis698

1) Greedy Lightpath Splitting: Greedy lightpath splitting699

scheme first determines SplitLightpaths (Algorithm 2) with700

the complexity of O(|RI,r||N|2 + |LE|2 + K). Then, there is701

a loop for executing Algorithm 3 to split each lightpaths in T.702

In Algorithm 3, for each SplitLightpath t0 = [l0, z0], there are703 (|NO(l0)|−2
z0

)
possible {v1, v2, . . . , vz0} from NO(l0), based704

on principles of combinatorial number. In lightpath splitting705

resource allocation, at most 2K PostSplitLightpaths will use706

first fit to try at most F slots to reallocate spectrum resource,707

resulting in a complexity of O(KF ). While in incremental708

traffic accommodation, the size of auxiliary graph is (F +709

1)|N| [63]. The complexity of running Dijkstra for RMSA710

is O(|N|2F 2). So, the total complexity is O(|RI,r||N|2 +711

|LE|2 + K) +O(|T|(|NO(l0)|−2
z0

)
) +O(KF ) +O(|N|2 F 2).712

As the number of SplitLightpaths is no larger than the713

number of SplitPoints, |T| ≤ K . The number of incremental714

Algorithm 4 SA-Based Lightpath Splitting
Input: number of SplitPoints K; expanded baseline light-

paths set LE; incremental traffic residual profile RI,r; SA
initial temperature τ0, ending temperature τe, and cooling
parameter γ;

Output: SplitPoint set V = {Vl0 ,Vl1 , . . . ,Vln}
1: τ ← τ0;
2: randomly select K SplitPoints, and put them into Vc;
3: lightpath splitting resource allocation; incremental traffic

routing and resource allocation; Y0 ←current network
throughput;

4: while τ > τe do
5: randomly select Vi ∈ Vc, Vj ∈ V \ Vc, and perform

SplitPoint exchange;
6: lightpath splitting resource allocation; incremental traffic

routing and resource allocation; Y ←current network
throughput;

7: if ϑ > random(0,1) then
8: delete Vi from Vc, put Vj into Vc to form a new Vc

′;
9: end if

10: cooling the annealing temperature τ ← τ · γ;
11: end while

traffic residual requests between node pairs should be no larger 715

than the square of node number, |RI,r| ≤ |N|2. The number 716

of expanded baseline lightpaths should be no larger than the 717

number of spectrum slots times the square of node number, 718

|LE| ≤ F |N|2. For BF policies, z0 = 1,
(|NO(l0)|−2

1

)
= 719

|NO(l0)| − 2 < |N|. For DF policies, z0 = |NO(l0)| − 2 720

is true in most lightpaths,
(|NO(l0)|−2
|NO(l0)|−2

)
= 1. While there is 721

only one possible lightpath that 1 ≤ z0 ≤ |NO(l0)| − 2. The 722

number of nodes a lightpath traverses should be no larger than 723

the total number of nodes, so,
(|NO(l0)|−2

z0

)
<

(|N|
z0

) ∼ |N|z0 . 724

The final complexity is O(F 2|N|4 + K|N|z0 + KF ). 725

2) SA-Based Lightpath Splitting: The complexity of SA is 726

related to SA initial temperature τ0, ending temperature τe, 727

and cooling parameter γ. In our algorithm, there is a loop 728

controlled by current temperature τ . The execution times κ of 729

this loop can be determined as follows: 730

731

τ0 · γκ−1 > τe > τ0 · γκ (37) 732

On each τ , a SplitPoint-exchange operation and current 733

throughput calculation are performed. As analyzed before, 734

the complexity of lightpath splitting resource allocation and 735

incremental traffic accommodation is O(F 2|N|2). The final 736

complexity is O(κF 2|N|2). 737

VI. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 738

A. Simulation Setup 739

In this section, we implement the proposed algorithms 740

by a network simulator developed on C++ to evaluate the 741

performance of lightpath splitting. We use NSFNET backbone 742

topology (modified to avoid crosslinks, Fig. 7). All fibers 743

are unidirectional with 30 spectrum slots, and the spectrum 744

width of each slot is 12.5 GHz. Each node is equipped with 745

enough transceivers for lightpath splitting as we analyzed 746

before in Assumption 1. For each simulation run, the traffic 747
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Fig. 7. NSFNET network topology (14 nodes, 20 bidirectional links).

Fig. 8. Overall network throughput vs. μ, when K = 150.

bandwidth between any node pair is randomly decided obeying748

a uniform distribution in the open interval (0, 75) Gb/s with749

6.25 Gb/s granularity. For fairness among different simulation750

runs, the overall requested baseline bandwidth is fixed to be751

the average total bandwidth: 0+75
2 · |N| · (|N| − 1) Gb/s.752

Incremental index μ, as defined before, controls the severity753

of traffic spikes.754

In SA, initial temperature τ0 = 100 · eK/10, ending tem-755

perature τe = 0.01/K3, and cooling parameter γ = 0.95.756

The results shown are acquired from the average performance757

of 40 parallel simulations and results are plotted with confi-758

dence intervals at 95% confidence level.759

B. How Much Do We Gain?760

Figs. 8-10 provide answers for how much throughput761

increase can we gain via different lightpath-splitting methods762

under different network settings. We see that MaxE policies763

always outperform MaxO policies, because they increase the764

capacity in different ways. MaxE maps the increased capacity765

in electrical layer, while MaxO puts the resource in optical766

layer. However, electrical-layer resources are more flexible767

to be used than optical-layer resources, which is enforced768

by spectrum continuity and contiguity constraints. We also769

find that, in most cases, SA policies outperform BF and DF770

policies, as expected, as SA can avoid local optima.771

Fig. 8 presents relationship between overall network772

throughput (baseline and incremental traffic) and incremental773

index μ when the number of SplitPoints (also the number774

of added transceiver pairs) K is 150. This figure presents a775

similar result as in Fig. 5(b) of network optimization results.776

We find that lightpath splitting policies can significantly777

increase network throughput with respect to w/o lightpath778

splitting whose throughput curve goes to flat at 15000 Gb/s.779

Besides, when incremental traffic is not so severe (μ ∈ [0, 2]),780

MaxE policies can provide as much throughput as the offered781

load (no traffic blocking). As μ continues to be larger, MaxE782

policies (especially SA-MaxE) perform almost the same as783

Fig. 9. Overall network throughput vs. K , when μ = 2.

all lightpah splitting (25000-30000 Gb/s, almost double the 784

throughput of w/o lightpath splitting). 785

When we fix μ to be 2, and observe how overall network 786

throughput performs in different number of K , we get Fig. 9. 787

For a given amount of incremental traffic, e.g., μ = 2, 788

higher overall throughput can be gained as K becomes larger. 789

It can be noticed that, when K grows to be 140 or 150, 790

the throughput performance is almost the same as all lightpath 791

splitting, whose K is around 219.0. This result reveals that a 792

proper selection of SplitPoints is crucial for lightpath splitting. 793

For further understanding the relationships among through- 794

put, K , and μ, we plot Fig. 10, separating MaxE and MaxO 795

results in two subfigures for readability. Here, we use normal- 796

ized incremental throughput (with respect to the amount of 797

incremental traffic) to fairly evaluate how much incremental 798

traffic is served under different K and μ. We find common 799

trends, that in MaxE policies, BF performs better than DF. 800

This is due to the fact that BF policies can involve more 801

lightpaths into lightpath splitting without changing spectrum 802

occupancy, resulting in more capacity on electrical layer. 803

In MaxO policies, there is a crossing point that, when K 804

is small, BF achieves better than DF, while DF gradually 805

outperforms BF as the number of K increases. This is due to 806

different lightpath spectrum reallocation results in BF and DF 807

policies. In MaxO policies, splitting a lightpath harder (DF) 808

may provide more available spectrum when the number of 809

SplitLightpaths becomes larger as K increases. 810

C. How Much Do We Compromise? 811

Fig. 11(a) presents the relationship between normalized 812

affected traffic amount (with respect to the amount of traffic 813

after Algorithm 1, when lightpath splitting is going to be 814

triggered) vs. K when μ = 2. For all lightpath splitting 815

policies, there is around 54% traffic affected, the remaining 816

46% are those carried by one-hop lightpaths which cannot be 817

split. We find that BF policies generally affect more traffic 818

than SA and DF methods, while DF methods affect the least. 819

This phenomenon is easy to understand because BF policies 820

prefer to use as many lightpaths as possible, thus affecting 821

more traffic, while DF policies tend to split lightpaths harder 822

and involve the least number of lightpaths. For BF policies 823

when K reaches 130 or larger, though they activate much less 824

SplitPoints than all lightpath splitting (219.0 SplitPoints on 825

average), the amount of affected traffic is the same. This dis- 826

covery tells us that fewer SplitPoints does not necessarily mean 827

less affected traffic. Once again it shows that a smart selection 828
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Fig. 10. Normalized incremental throughput (with respect to the amount of incremental traffic) vs. number of SplitPoints vs. incremental index μ.

Fig. 11. Normalized affected traffic (with respect to the amount of supporting traffic after Algorithm 1).

Fig. 12. The number of extra transceivers needed in each node, when μ = 2 and K = 120.

of SplitPoints is crucial from the perspective of affected829

traffic. Fig. 11(b) depicts the relationship among normalized830

affected traffic vs. K in different μ. We find similar trends as831

in Fig. 11(a). Then, the conclusion drawn from Fig. 11(a) can832

be generalized to other situations with different μ.833

Fig. 12 shows how many extra transceivers are needed for834

each node of the network in a simulation run, when μ = 2835

and K = 120 (as discussed in Section III.E, the total number836

of increased transceivers is equal to twice the number of K).837

We find that higher-degree nodes in the topology tend to need838

more additional transceivers during lightpath splitting.839

In Fig. 13, we study how average traffic hops performs as K840

increases when μ = 2. Here, we define average traffic hops per841

b/s to evaluate the average hops per unit bandwidth of all traffic842

on electrical layer. Multiple hops on electrical layer means843

multiple electrical processing, possibly resulting in higher end-844

to-end latency and energy consumption. We observe from845

Fig. 13 that MaxE policies result in larger traffic hops than846

MaxO, due to the fact that MaxO policies keep resources in847

the optical layer and leave more opportunities for setting up848

lightpaths to directly support traffic without intermediate nodes849

in electrical layer. Also, DF policies result in more traffic850

hops when K is larger (more than 40), and this is because851

DF policies tend to split lightpaths more aggressively.852

Besides, the increased energy consumption is mainly caused 853

by the increased number of transceivers, which is directly 854

proportional to the number of K shown in almost all figures. 855

D. Trade-Off Curve by Pareto Front Analysis 856

As analyzed before, both logically in Section III and numer- 857

ically in Section VI.B and VI.C, lightpath splitting can gain 858

throughput increase with compromise of affecting existing 859

traffic. What is the exact relationship between these two 860

interacting user-experience-coupled variables? This answer is 861

important for the network operator to choose a proper way to 862

apply lightpath splitting. 863

In Fig. 14, we plot the Pareto front on throughput gained 864

and traffic affected by lightpath splitting when μ = 2. 865

As expected, higher throughput is achieved at the cost of less 866

unaffected traffic. A clear message from the figure is that all 867

lightpath splitting is not an economical choice, as our proposed 868

lightpath-splitting policies (both DF and SA for either MaxE 869

or MaxO) can achieve similar throughput with much more 870

unaffected traffic. We also learn from the figure that BF is 871

not as efficient as DF and SA, because it always affects more 872

traffic for a network throughput value. It is worth pointing 873

out that, if we expect lightpath-splitting policies to return the 874

highest throughput possible, BF policies are even worse than 875
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Fig. 13. Average traffic hops per b/s on electrical layer vs. K , when μ = 2.

Fig. 14. Pareto front of throughput vs. unaffected traffic, when μ = 2.

TABLE V

ELAPSED RUNNING TIME (SECONDS) WHEN μ = 2

all lightpath splitting, as BF policies achieve less throughput876

while affecting the same amount of traffic. There is a small877

upturned tail when the unaffected traffic is becoming small878

for BF policies. This is because BF policy has involved879

all lightpaths in lightpath splitting, and further lightpath split-880

ting operations will be executed on those lightpaths that881

already have at least one SplitPoints.882

Another observation that should be discussed is the slope883

of the Pareto-front curve. This slope can be regarded as the884

ratio of “gain” to “sacrifice”, describing the marginal utility of885

yield provided by lightpath splitting. When lightpath splitting886

is triggered, as K increases (from lower right to upper left887

on the figure), the slope is gradually diminishing to almost888

zero. This phenomenon teaches us that the first few SplitPoints889

with careful selection can gain more throughput increase than890

affected traffic; however, as the number of SplitPoints grows,891

the marginal utility of throughput increase diminishes. From892

the operators’ point of view, the incentive for introducing too893

many SplitPoints is weak. Therefore, a proper selection of the894

first few SplitPoints is critical. By using our proposed methods,895

the operator can address this problem proactively.896

It should be highlighted that points on this Pareto-front897

curve represent the performance boundary for different898

lightpath-splitting policies. Moving along the curve by dif-899

ferent points can provide the network operator various900

options to obtain throughput gains by affecting a fraction of901

existing traffic using lightpath splitting. For different network 902

topologies, spectrum resources, and traffic profiles, the exact 903

location of the curve may vary with situations, but its trend of 904

diminishing marginal throughput increase is general to other 905

network instances. 906

E. Execution Efficiency of the Proposed Algorithms 907

From Table V, we find that the execution time for greedy 908

algorithms is on the order of several seconds, while SA-based 909

algorithms take longer time (several minutes) because they 910

need multiple iterations. Generally, the short-term traffic spikes 911

studied in this paper last several hours or days, because 912

they are caused by mega events as discussed in Section I. 913

Therefore, the computational time of our proposed algorithms 914

is acceptable to deal with short-term traffic spikes. 915

VII. CONCLUSION 916

In this study, we proposed a novel network reconfiguration 917

scheme with lightpath splitting to provision short-term traffic 918

fluctuations. Lightpath splitting was first introduced to provide 919

more elasticity for incremental traffic spikes. We mathemati- 920

cally formulated the lightpath splitting problem, and solved the 921

optimization model in a small network example. We further 922

devised scalable heuristic algorithms for lightpath splitting in 923

practical networks. Simulation results showed that, by wisely 924

selecting SplitPoints, we can achieve higher throughput gains 925

for incremental traffic spikes with as little affected traffic 926

as possible. A Pareto front for different lightpath-splitting 927

policies was presented for the network operator to choose 928

proper network configurations when facing traffic spikes. 929
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